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General Context

Property-Based Testing consists in running a program on many randomly generated inputs to
invalidate an executable property. Popularized by QuickCheck (Claessen and Hughes, 2000),
this technique is now widely used, both in programming languages (Arts et al., 2008; Lindblad,
2007; Hughes, 2007; Pacheco and Ernst, 2007) and in proof assistants (Chamarthi et al., 2011;
Bulwahn, 2012; Owre, 2006; Dybjer et al., 2003; Paraskevopoulou et al., 2015). Frequently,
the tested property takes the form of an implication pñ q, where p is a precondition over the
input: for example, we may assume a list to be a sorted, or a program to be well-typed if we
are testing a compiler. The test is then a trivial success for any input not satisfying p, leading
to inefficient testing if p is sparse (verified by a small proportion of the possible inputs), as
in the examples above. To address this issue, QuickCheck allows the user to write a property-
based generator, returning exclusively data satisfying property p. However, generators can easily
be biased toward values sharing some specific structure; and worse, they can be incomplete,
sometimes covering a very small part of the values satisfying p. In these cases, testing becomes
quite hopeless, as potential counterexamples involving a structure that is not covered by the
generator may remain undetected. Writing complete, balanced and efficient generators for
complex properties is difficult and error prone. Luck (Lampropoulos et al., 2016a) (§1) is a
language aimed at addressing this challenging problem.

Research Problem

Since Luck programs are generators, it can be understood as a probabilistic programming lan-
guage. Devising semantics for probabilistic programming languages is a complex problem, which
has recently gathered significant attention (Gordon et al., 2014; Borgström et al., 2015). Ideally,
we want a semantics for Luck to be as expressive as possible, yet simple enough to allow for
easy proofs which can be machine checked by a proof assistant. Previous Luck semantics (e.g.,
§2.5) were too complex to mechanize, which caused errors in some of the corresponding proof
sketches to remain undetected for a long time.

Moreover, Luck’s mixing of random choices and constraint solving sometimes leads to fail-
ure states with unsatisfiable constraints. In practice, any efficient implementation requires a
backtracking strategy to handle these. Lacking a formal definition, backtracking strategies are
not well integrated into Luck semantics.1 Therefore we often cannot describe well the final
probability distribution of a generator in Luck, which depends on the backtracking strategy
applied.

1One previous attempt (Xia and Hriţcu, 2015) at making backtracking strategies part of Luck’s semantics was
complex yet not flexible enough.
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Contribution

I proposed a new big-step operational probabilistic semantics style for Luck, based on recording
choices made and their probability (§2). This style leads to a semantics that is much sim-
pler than previous Luck semantics, and at least as expressive. I also proposed a formalism for
defining backtracking strategies based on Markov chains (§3), together with an extension of the
aforementioned choice-recording semantics integrating them, which provides the final probabil-
ity distribution of a given Luck generator under a given strategy. I suggested ways to measure
how accurately a strategy reproduces the distribution that we would most intuitively expect
from a generator.

I also had the privilege to contribute to a POPL submission about Luck (Lampropoulos
et al., 2016a), which uses the choice-recording semantics I proposed. Finally, I disproved a
conjecture I was asked to prove, and which was assumed to hold by the Luck team for a very
long time (§2.4).

Arguments Supporting its Validity

The choice-recording probabilistic semantics style is simple enough that a significant part of
the proofs from the POPL submission could be formalized and checked in Coq by Leonidas
Lampropoulos. This was considered too difficult with the previous semantics style. The new
semantics is strictly more expressive than all the previous ones, since it handles programs with
potential infinite execution traces and it provides support for a wide range of backtracking
strategies.

The probability distribution returned by the extended semantics integrating backtracking
strategies is computable from the Luck generator and the formal definition of the strategy
applied (as I show formally in §3.4). The suggested measures of accuracy of a strategy are
shown to achieve their minimum for the intuitive but expensive strategy of always restarting
the computation from scratch when a failure is encountered (§2.4).

Conclusion and Future Work

The new choice-recording semantics for Luck is the first one to be simple enough for a few related
proofs to be checked using Coq. Continuing in this direction, we should be able to formally
verify a larger part of Luck, strengthening current claims and clearing out potential remaining
bugs. The extent of this semantics’ expressiveness came out as a surprise: handling programs
with potential infinite executions traces was not a result I was actively seeking. This opens up
the possibility to study such programs more closely. Formally defining backtracking strategies
and a semantics integrating them is an important result, as when we write a generator, the
probability distribution that it samples from (provided by our semantics) is what we are really
interested in. Even better, it comes with a computability result. Formalising backtracking
strategies also allowed me to tentatively set up various requirements about them, each of which
led to its own interesting property about the resulting mapping from generators to distributions.
Other requirements could certainly provide important properties. By providing measures of how
accurately a strategy reproduces the intuitive distribution of a generator, I give concrete values
to an approximative-looking concept. This will allow for quantitative comparisons of strategies
used in practice. As I discuss very briefly, it could also be very interesting to mix (for example
by summing) this accuracy penalty with a time complexity term (or any other function we may
want to minimise) to evaluate a strategy on a combination of criteria.
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1 Overview of Luck

Luck (Lampropoulos et al., 2016a) is a domain-specific programming language dedicated to
writing Property-Based Generators. We first explain its motivation (§1.1) and high-level design
principles (§1.2), before introducing its syntax (§1.3) and illustrating it by an example generating
binary search trees (BSTs, §1.4).

1.1 Motivation

Property-Based Testing relies on properties given as executable predicates, to be tested on a
large amount of randomly generated inputs. This provides either a counterexample, or a greater
confidence in the correctness of the property the more tests pass. However, this confidence
assumes the tests to be relevant, which is actually a challenging requirement.

For example, let us consider an insertion function for BSTs. A natural property to test
states that if the input tree is a BST, then the output is also a BST. A naive approach would
consist in generating random binary trees, most of which would not be BSTs, trivially verifying
the property independently from the code of the insert function and making the corresponding
testing totally irrelevant. It would take a very long time, spent generating trees and checking
whether they are BSTs, before we have run a few BSTs. Even worse, most of the randomly
generated trees which would happen to be BSTs would statistically be very small: running a
naive tree generator (which produces big trees with a reasonable probability) and keeping only
the BSTs, (Paraskevopoulou et al., 2015) obtain 95.3% of trees with 1 node, 4.2% with 3 nodes,
0.4% with 5 nodes, and only 0.03% with 7 or 9 nodes. Therefore the whole testing process is
quite hopeless, as bugs involving complex trees would extremely likely remain undetected.

This problem is solved by carefully designed Property-Based Generators. In this example,
we want to sample inputs to test using a generator that produces only BSTs, has a reasonable
chance to generate even complex or structurally curious ones, and is efficient in terms of gen-
eration time. However, writing generators for complex properties is often a challenging task,
sometimes a research problem on its own (Hriţcu et al., 2015; Pa lka et al., 2011).

Moreover, the property we want from generation often coincides with one we want to check
about the output: in this example, we want to both generate BST inputs and check that
outputs are BSTs too. This requires both a generator and an executable predicate for the same
properties; they need to be kept synchronised, which is a common source of errors.

1.2 Chosen Approach

Luck programs take a predicate form, which is easier for the user to write and understand.
In order to be used as generators, they Luck programs can be executed on unknown inputs
(basically logic variables): execution tries to randomly determine concrete values for these
unknowns which make the whole predicate evaluate to True.

This kind of automatic generation based on a predicate has already been well studied; Luck
combines two traditional approaches, each of them having its own strength and weaknesses. One
of them relies on constraint solving (Carlier et al., 2010; Seidel et al., 2015; Gotlieb, 2009; Köksal
et al., 2011; Godefroid et al., 2005; Sen et al., 2005; Cadar et al., 2008; Avgerinos et al., 2014;
Torlak and Bod́ık, 2014). The other one randomly instantiates an unknown as soon as it is used
for the first time in a non-parametric way, invoking backtracking when some choices make later
constraints impossible to satisfy (Antoy, 2000; Hanus, 1997; Lindblad, 2007; Tolmach and Antoy,
2003; Fischer and Kuchen, 2007; Christiansen and Fischer, 2008; Reich et al., 2011; Gligoric
et al., 2010; Claessen et al., 2014; Fetscher et al., 2015). Luck’s default strategy is constraint
solving, yet several of the Luck constructs allow the user to control random instantiation. For
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example, forcing early instantiation of an unknown that heavily affects control flow may prevent
a big complexity blow-up from symbolically executing multiple branches.

A Luck program can also be directly interpreted as its underlying predicate, by providing
concrete values instead of unknowns as inputs, and ignoring the aforementioned Luck constructs
controlling instantiation. It is useful to allow a single program to be interpreted as either an
actual predicate or a generator, since it prevents mismatching bugs in the common scenario
where we are testing a preservation property, such as insertion preserving the BST property or
taking steps preserving well-typedness (i.e., subject reduction of a type system).

1.3 Syntax

e ::“ pq | x
| pe, eq | case e of px, xq Ñ e
| LT e | RT e | case e of pL xÑ eq pR xÑ eq
| rec pf : T Ñ T q x “ e | e e
| foldT e | unfoldT e
| u | !e | eÐ pe, eq | e ;e

T ::“ X | 1 | T ` T | T ˆ T | µX. T | T Ñ T

T ::“ X | 1 | T ` T | T ˆ T | µX. T

Figure 1: Luck Expressions and Types

Standard expressions The syntax of Luck expressions is given in Figure 1. Except for the
last line, it is a standard simply typed call-by-value lambda calculus with pairs, binary sums
and isorecursive types. Recursive lambdas are included for convenience, although in principle
they could be encoded using recursive types. The sum constructors are L and R, annotated
with a type to prevent any ambiguity. case expressions provide destructors for pairs and sums.
fold and unfold simply witness the isomorphism between a recursive type and its unfolding.

Nonstandard expressions The value u stands for an unknown drawn from a countably
infinite set. The sampling construct !e fully instantiates every unknown present in e with a
uniform distribution between the possibilities, assumed to be finite. The head instantiation
construct eÐ pn1, n2q evaluates the sum-typed expression e to an unknown and instantiates it
to an L or a R form with respective probabilities n1

n1`n2
and n2

n1`n2
. It does nothing if e does

evaluates to a value that is not an unknown or to an unknown that is already instantiated.
n1 and n2 must be positive integers and are fully instantiated beforehand as if they were in a
sample expression. The after construct e1 ;e2 is similar to a usual sequence construct, except
that the result of the first expression is kept instead of the second one: e1 is evaluated to a
value v, then e2 is evaluated for its side-effects only, and the whole expression yields v.

Types Types (T in Figure 1) are usual for the standard lambda calculus except for the last
line (1 is the type of pq). The typing rules are exactly as expected for the standard expressions.
The nonstandard expressions do not add new type constructs, but they call for the definition
of a restrictive class of types: we note T for types which do not contain any function type.
Unknowns are restricted to types of form T , because unknowns involving functions would be
much more complex to handle. We require e to be of type T in !e and in e Ð pn1, n2q (this is
also implicitly true of n1 and n2, due to the stronger condition to have natural type). Indeed,
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instantiation is intended to act on unknowns, and although we allow complex expression whose
unknowns are recursively affected, there is no need for the additional complexity of functions.

Booleans, integers, associated operations The standard expressions of the lambda cal-
culus above allow usual encodings of common features such as booleans, naturals, lists, etc.
Indeed, we can define Bool :“ 1 ` 1, True :“ L1`1 pq, False :“ R1`1 pq. We can then de-
fine an if-then-else construct and common operators on booleans: for example a && b could
be case a of pL Ñ bq pR Ñ Falseq. For natural numbers we can use Peano encoding:
Nat :“ µX. 1 ` X, 0 :“ L1`Nat pq, Succ n :“ R1`Nat n, and define common operations and
predicates such as equality or any comparison. From now on, we assume all these to be defined.

1.4 Example: Binary Search Tree Generator

rec (bst : Nat -> Nat -> Nat -> NatTree -> Bool)

size low high tree =

if size == 0 then tree == Empty

else case (tree <- (1,size)) of

(Empty -> True)

(Node x l r ->

((low < x && x < high) ; !x)
&& bst (size / 2) low x l

&& bst (size / 2) x high r)

Figure 2: Binary Search Tree (Predicate and) Generator in Luck

Figure 2 shows a recursive Luck function for Binary Search Trees, understandable both as a
predicate checking whether an input is a BST and as a generator for BSTs. It uses basic Luck
syntax (the function definition abusively taking several arguments at once for concision) and
common definitions admitted above; we also assume some elements to handle Nat trees to be
defined: NatTree :“ µX. 1`Nat ˆX ˆX, Empty :“ L1`NatˆNatTreeˆNatTree pq, etc.

We obtain a standard predicate by ignoring non-standard Luck constructs and calling bst
with concrete values for size (over-approximating upper bound on the number of nodes), low
and high (bounds on the integers contained in the nodes): this yields a boolean function taking
a single argument tree. We obtain a parametrised BSTs generator by calling bst with concrete
values for size, low and high, and with an unknown for tree: execution will instantiate it to a
concrete value such that the call returns True.

The most interesting are the uses of non-standard Luck constructs and their intended influ-
ence on the derived generator. A head instantiation is used for the discriminee of the case: it
ensures that the Empty branch (where tree has form L.. ..) will be taken with probability 1

1`size
(provided tree was not instantiated, otherwise this has no effect). This prevents the generator
from producing single node trees too often, which would hinder testing as discussed in §1.1. The
full instantiation !x is carefully placed. The constraints that x is between low and high have
already been gathered, whereas serious backtracking would necessary if the instantiation were
to happen tight after low ă x, as would be the case in techniques that automatically instantiate
variables on their first use (Claessen et al., 2014; Fetscher et al., 2015). The after construct
is exactly what we want here: the members are evaluated in the right order, yet we keep the
value from the boolean expression. On the other hand, it is best to have instantiated x before
the recursive calls involving it, which would otherwise blow up constraint solving complexity,
since case analysis over an unknown has to evaluate both branches and combine the produced
constraints.
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2 Choice-Recording Probabilistic Semantics

We present our choice-recording semantics: we explain its main components (§2.1), provide a
few examples of derivation rules (§2.2) and give examples of derivations for given inputs and of
how to extract probabilities distributions (§2.3). In §2.4 I explain about a conjecture that I was
supposed to prove, to which I actually found a counterexample. We introduce the previously
favoured collecting semantics and explain why our semantics is strictly more expressive (§2.5).
Finally, we present properties of soundness and completeness (§2.6), some of which have been
proven in Coq by a member of the Luck team.

A detailed presentation of this semantics can be found in (Lampropoulos et al., 2016a),
including all the rules which we cannot show here. Note that there is a slight difference compared
to our presentation, that we explain when we introduce traces in §2.1; it is not very relevant
and the two versions are equivalent.

2.1 Overview of the Semantics

In this section we introduce a big-step, operational semantics for Luck, however, there are
several ways to handle the probabilistic aspect of Luck. Previous semantics styles required a
single derivation to gather every possible outcome of a program, whereas this semantics style
derives only one possible outcome at a time. This leads to rules which are simpler, both to write
and to handle in proofs. We rely on choice-recording traces, described below, to still be able
to determine all possible outcomes and their respective probabilities. This semantics describes
the same evaluation strategy as a former semantics devised by Leonidas Lampropoulos et al.,
but in a simpler, more abstract way. Some characteristics that are shared with Lampropoulos’
previous semantics are the use of constraint sets to handle the constraint solving aspect of Luck,
and an intermediate narrowing judgment, used by the rules of the main matching judgment,
which is the one used for Property-Based Generation.

Traces Traces record probabilistic choices made during evaluation. A trace t is a sequence of
choices of the form pm,n, qq with m,n P N, q P Q, 0 ď m ă n, 0 ă q ď 1, where n is the number
of possibilities, m is the index of the one actually taken, and q is the probability of making this
choice. The probability of a trace t, denoted P ptq, is the product of the probabilities of all its
choices. Traces play no role in determining how evaluation proceeds. However, they are useful
after the fact in calculating the total probability of some given outcome of evaluation, which
may be reached by many different derivations. They will also allow us to determine whether
some of the executions are non-terminating.

The presentation of the semantics in (Lampropoulos et al., 2016a) uses traces where choices
are couples pm,nq, where m and n have the same signification as above. Then, instead of storing
the probability of each choice in the trace, we separately record the probability of the whole
trace. These approaches are equivalent.

Values Luck values are standard for the lambda calculus on which it is based: unit, lambdas
and constructors applied to values, with the addition of unknowns.

v ::“ pq | pv, vq | LT v | RT v | rec pf : T1 Ñ T2q x “ e | foldT v | u

Constraint Sets A generic interface for constraint sets allows to integrate constraint solving
into the semantics, while leaving a high degree of freedom regarding solver implementations. A
constraint set κ P C ranges over a finite subset of the infinite set of unknowns U ; it contains
the types of its unknowns, as well as information about their possible values. A valuation of
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a constraint set is a mapping from unknowns to unknown-free values of the specified types
verifying every constraint. The denotation JκK of a constraint set κ is the set of its valuations.
Required operations on constraint sets include addition of fresh unknowns with specified types,
unification of two values (addition of the constraint that they are equal), test of satisfiability
(whether its denotation is nonempty), and full instantiation of an unknown. Note that value
equality constraints are more expressive than it may seem: for example with Peano encod-
ing of integers (Nat :“ µX. 1 ` X), introducing a fresh u of type Nat and unifying x with
R1`Nat R1`Nat R1`Nat u forces x ě 3.

Narrowing judgment The narrowing evaluation judgment takes as inputs an expression e
and a constraint set κ. As usual, evaluating e returns a value v, but now this value depends
on a constraint set κ. Evaluation also returns a new constraint set κ1, as well as the trace t of
random choices made:

e ) κ ót κ
1 ( v

Everything is required to be well typed, and κ is required to be satisfiable. κ1 is intuitively
κ updated with new constraints recording all random choices made. As there are no prior
requirements on v we can proceed with the evaluation and return whichever value we obtain,
as opposed to matching judgments below. For narrowing backtracking is never needed and κ1

is always satisfiable. As an example, consider evaluating the BST program given in §1.4 using
the narrowing semantics: there are no inherently wrong choices, only choices leading evaluation
to return False which is completely allowed in this semantics.

Matching judgment As explained in §1.2, to use a Luck program as a Property-Based
Generator, we want to instantiate unknowns so that the whole expression evaluates to True.
Instead of returning a value, the matching judgment takes as additional input a pattern p: a
value possibly containing unknowns but not lambdas, indicating a desired form for the value
that e evaluates to. Typically, p will be True when e is the full program, but will become
more complex when executing the sub-expressions of e. Evaluation now returns an optional
constraint set κ?: either failure H or success tκ1u for some satisfiable κ1.

p ð e ) κ òt κ
?

If κ? is H, the choices described in the trace t make it impossible for e to evaluate to a value of
form p and backtracking is needed. If κ? is tκ1u, e evaluates to a value of form p when making
the choices in t which also lead to the constraints described by κ1.

The input expression e of a matching judgment always has a type of form T , since e is
intended to evaluate to the pattern p, which cannot contain lambdas. Handling functions and
their application is one of the reasons why we need to invoke narrowing in matching rules.

Interpretation of matching judgment Coming back to the BST example from §1.4, when-
ever the output of matching the True pattern is a success tκ1u, the unknown referenced by the
variable tree is fully instantiated in κ1 to a BST. The probability to immediately generate (with-
out any backtracking) a given BST can be determined by summing the probabilities of all traces
leading to some κ1 where tree is this BST. We obtain a probability distribution over the set of
BSTs augmented with an element H representing a need to backtrack. Getting from this to a
final probability distribution over valid values by taking into account the effect of backtracking
on the probabilities is the purpose of §3.
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N-Base
e “ pq _ e “ prec pf : T1 Ñ T2q x “ e1q _ e P U

e ) κ óε κ ( e

N-Pair e1 ) κ ót1 κ1 ( v1 e2 ) κ1 ót2 κ2 ( v2

pe1, e2q ) κ ót1¨t2 κ2 ( pv1, v2q

N-App
e0 ) κ ót0 κa ( prec pf : T1 Ñ T2q x “ e2q

e1 ) κa ót1 κb ( v1
e2rprec pf : T1 Ñ T2q x “ e2q{f, v1{xs ) κb ót2 κ

1 ( v

pe0 e1q ) κ ót0¨t1¨t2 κ
1 ( v

N-After e1 ) κ ót1 κ1 ( v1 e2 ) κ1 ót2 κ2 ( v2
e1 ;e2 ) κ ót1¨t2 κ2 ( v1

M-Base
e “ pq _ e P U κ1 “ unify κ e p SATpκ1q

p ð e ) κ òε tκ
1u

M-Base-Fail
e “ pq _ e P U κ1 “ unify κ e p  SATpκ1q

p ð e ) κ òε H

M-Pair
pκ1, ru1, u2sq “ fresh κ rT 1, T 2s

κ0 “ unify κ1 pu1, u2q p
u1 ð e1 ) κ0 òt1 tκ1u u2 ð e2 ) κ1 òt2 κ

?
2

p ð peT 1
1 , eT 2

2 q ) κ òt1¨t2 κ
?
2

M-Pair-Fail

pκ1, ru1, u2sq “ fresh κ rT 1, T 2s

κ0 “ unify κ1 pu1, u2q p
u1 ð e1 ) κ0 òt1 H

p ð peT 1
1 , eT 2

2 q ) κ òt1 H

M-App
e0 ) κ ót0 κ0 ( prec pf : T1 Ñ T2q x “ e2q

e1 ) κ0 ót1 κ
1 ( v1

p ð e2rprec pf : xÑ T1q T2 “ e2q{f, v1{xs ) κ1 òt2 κ
?

p ð pe0 e1q ) κ òt0¨t1¨t2 κ
?

M-After p ð e1 ) κ òt1 tκ1u e2 ) κ1 ót2 κ2 ( v

p ð e1 ;e2 ) κ òt1¨t2 tκ2u

Figure 3: Examples of Narrowing (N-) and Matching (M-) Rules
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2.2 Example Rules

We provide a few examples of rules in Figure 3. We assume an initial type-checking phase has
been performed to determine the type of everything we encounter: we write eT when e having
type T is relevant.

Selected narrowing rules N-Base is the base case of the evaluation relation, treating
values that are not handled by other rules by returning them as-is (U is the set of unknowns).
There is no choice to be made, so the trace is empty. To evaluate pe1, e2q in N-Pair we sequence
derivations for e1 and e2: the constraint set produced by the first judgment is given as argument
to the second one, and traces are accumulated through concatenation. This is essentially a bind
in a mix of state and writer monads. Most of the rules involve this sequencing, which we will not
point out any more. In N-App, typing ensures that the evaluation of e0 returns a lambda. We
then evaluate the argument, and lastly the body of the function with appropriate substitutions.
N-After is similar to N-Pair; however as explained in §1.3, the value obtained from the first
expression is returned.

Constraint set operations used in selected matching rules fresh takes a constraint
set κ and a list of types Ts of length l, and returns pκ1, usq, where us is a list of l unknowns
absent from κ, and κ1 is the constraint set obtained by extending κ with these unknowns and
their respective types from Ts. unify κ v1 v2 returns κ updated with the additional constraint
that the values v1 and v2 (potentially containing unknowns) should be equal. SATpκq returns
a boolean indicating whether κ is satisfiable (the set of its valuations is not empty).

Selected matching rules Recall that patterns, thus also input expressions of matching judg-
ments, have types of form T . Therefore in M-Base, there is no case for function unlike in
N-Base. Moreover, we now unify v with the target pattern p, and we check the satisfiability
of κ1 to maintain the property that a success always contains a satisfiable constraint set: if it
is not satisfiable, we return a failure in M-Base-Fail. In M-Pair, to evaluate a pair pe1, e2q
where the components have types T 1 and T 2, we introduce fresh unknowns u1 and u2 with
these types. After unification of pu1, u2q with the pattern p, these unknowns provide respective
patterns for the evaluations of e1 and e2. These evaluations can be sequenced only if they are
successful. Otherwise the whole evaluation of pe1, e2q immediately returns a failure as well, via
rules such as M-Pair-Fail. M-App and M-After are similar to N-App and N-After. Note
however the reference to the narrowing judgment in these matching rules. The evaluation of e0
in M-App cannot use matching because as a function, e0 does not have type T . The evaluation
of e1 cannot either because it can also be a function. In M-After, we do not have any pattern
to provide for the evaluation of e2, which we carry out only for its side-effects.

2.3 Examples of Derivation and Distribution Reconstruction

As an example, we provide the main steps of the matching derivations of two given expressions
against the pattern True in a given constraint set. We also show how to extract probability
distributions about optional constraint sets from the derivations we obtain.

We are going to evaluate A :“ p0 ă u && u ă 4q ;!u and B :“ p0 ă u ;!uq && u ă 4 against
the pattern True in a constraint set κ, in which u is independent from other unknowns and its
possible values are 0, ..., 9.

Recall that e1 && e2 is shorthand for case e1 of pL aÑ e2q pR bÑ Falseq, and that we are
using a standard Peano encoding of natural numbers: Nat “ µX.1 `X. We elide folds which
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would make the expressions too heavy. a ă b can be encoded as lt a b where

lt “ rec pf : Nat Ñ Nat Ñ Boolq x “ rec pg : Nat Ñ Boolq y “

case y of pL Ñ Falseq pR yR Ñ

case x of pL Ñ Trueq pR xR Ñ f xR yRq q

We assume that evaluation of these constructs gives the intuitive results. This can be
shown using the multiple and complex rules for case that we do not present, provided we
accept the notation abuse explained thereafter. Many rules, included those for case, introduce
fresh unknowns, many of which are irrelevant: they might be directly equivalent to some other
unknown, or there might not exist any reference to them. We abusively use the same variable
for two constraint sets which differ only in the addition of a few irrelevant variables to one of
them.

Evaluation of A We derive True ð p0 ă uq ) κ òε tκ0u, where the domain of u in κ0
is t1, ..., 9u (when using the actual case rules, we note that the refinement of the domain
of u comes from an unification of u with R1`Nat u0 where u0 is a fresh unknown). Then
True ð p0 ă u && u ă 4q ) κ òε tκ1u, where the domain of u in κ1 is t1, 2, 3u. There are
3 possible narrowing derivations for !u: !u ) κ1 órp0,3, 1

3
qs κ

A
1 ( u, !u ) κ1 órp1,3, 1

3
qs κ

A
2 ( u

and !u ) κ1 órp2,3, 1
3
qs κ

A
3 ( u, where the domain of u in κAi is tiu. (We have switched to

narrowing judgments because of the rule M-After.) Therefore all the possible derivations for
A “ p0 ă u && u ă 4q ;!u matching True in κ are:

True ð A ) κ òrpi´1,3, 1
3
qs tκ

A
i u for i P t1, 2, 3u

From the set of possible derivations, we can extract a probability distribution: for each resulting
optional constraint set, we sum the probabilities of all the traces that lead to this result. Thus
the probability distribution associated with True ð A ) κ is

rtκA1 u ÞÑ
1

3
; tκA2 u ÞÑ

1

3
; tκA3 u ÞÑ

1

3
s

Evaluation of B The evaluation of 0 ă u remains the same, then we narrow !u directly in κ0
and there are 9 possibilities: !u ) κ0 órpi´1,9, 1

9
qs κ

B
i ( u for each i P t1, ..., 9u, where the domain

of u in κBi is tiu. Then we evaluate True ð u ă 4 ) κBi : if i is 1, 2 or 3 this yields tκBi u; if
i ą 3 this yields a failure H. Therefore the possible derivations for B “ p0 ă u ;!uq && u ă 4
are:

True ð B ) κ òrpi´1,9, 1
9
qs tκ

B
i u for i P t1, 2, 3u

True ð B ) κ òrpi´1,9, 1
9
qs H for i P t4, ..., 9u

We can compute the corresponding probability distribution:

rtκB1 u ÞÑ
1

9
; tκB2 u ÞÑ

1

9
; tκB3 u ÞÑ

1

9
; H ÞÑ

2

3
s

Note that if we were just recording the probability of an execution rather than a more complex
trace, we would not know that there are six distinct executions leading to H with probability
1
9 , so we would not be able to compute its total probability accurately.
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2.4 Disproving a conjecture about the consequences of instantiation

The probability associated to H in the final distribution is the probability of backtracking. In
the examples from the last subsection that is 0 for A, 2{3 for B. Without surprise, A “ p0 ă
u && u ă 4q ;!u is far better than B “ p0 ă u ;!uq && u ă 4 in terms of backtracking: it is a
far better idea to process the constraint u ă 4 before instantiating u. B would actually have
a prohibitively high probability to backtrack if the initial domain of u were not t0, ..., 9u but a
lot larger.

For a long time, the Luck team assumed the following conjecture to hold: adding an instan-
tiation (either sampling !e or head instantiation eÐ pe1, e2q) can only increase the probability
of backtracking (for expressions otherwise identical, evaluated against the same pattern in the
same constraint set). This seems intuitively correct, as instantiation creates a risk to later
encounter an incompatible constraint, which immediately triggers backtracking. This was even
explicitly conjectured in a previous version of the paper.

Trying to prove the conjecture, I eventually came up with a counterexample. The following
more intuitive counterexample was then provided by another member of the Luck team. If κ
contains a single unknown u of type Nat with possible values 0, ..., 9, then pTrue ;!uq && p0 ă uq
evaluated against True in κ has a probability 1

10 to backtrack (it backtracks exactly when u
is instantiated to 0), while pTrue ;u Ð pa, bq ; !uq && p0 ă uq evaluated against True in κ
has a probability a

a`b to backtrack, a and b being of type Nat . Indeed, keeping in mind that
Nat “ µX.1`X, uÐ pa, bq unifies u with L1`Nat uL (where uL is a fresh unknown of type 1)
with probability a

a`b , forcing it to be 0, and it unifies u with R1`Nat uR (where uL is a fresh

unknown of type Nat) with probability b
a`b , forcing it to be greater than 0. In the first case,

!u has no effect and we need to backtrack when we evaluate 0 ă u against True. In the second
case, we already have that u is greater than 0 so, even taking the evaluation of !u into account,
we do not need to backtrack. In addition to being a counterexample to the conjecture, this is
interesting as it shows that we are able to set the probability of backtracking to any arbitrary
rational number between 0 and 1 by adding an instantiation.

2.5 Recovering the previous collecting semantics and handling infinite paths

The collecting semantics We call the previous semantics style of Luck the collecting seman-
tics. As opposed to our new semantics, a collecting judgment gathers every possible outcome of
an expression (derivation is thus deterministic). It also uses constraint sets and distinguished
narrowing and matching judgments with respective forms

e ) κ ócoll rκi ( vi ÞÑ qisi and p ð e ) κ òcoll rκi ÞÑ qisi

The left-hand sides of the judgments are the same as in the choice-recording semantics. The
right-hand sides are sub-probability distributions: the qi are probabilities adding up to at most 1.
They range over pairs of a constraint set and a value for narrowing, and just over constraint sets
for matching. For example, here is the collecting narrowing rule for pairs, which is essentially
the bind of the sub-probability monad.

Coll-N-Pair

e1 ) κ ócoll rκi ( vi ÞÑ qisi
@i. e2 ) κi ó

coll rκij ( vij ÞÑ qijsj

pe1, e2q ) κ ócoll rκij ( pvi, vijq ÞÑ qi ˚ qijsij

Just as the choice-recording semantics never needs to backtrack, narrowing collecting judg-
ments contain an actual probability distribution summing up to 1. On the other hand, in the
collecting matching judgment the use of sub-probability distributions replaces constraint set
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options: the remaining weight 1´
ř

i qi should be understood as the probability of failure and
need to backtrack (corresponding to H).

From choice-recording semantics to sub-probability distributions For given inputs
e, κ (and p for matching) we compute the corresponding (sub-)probability distribution by
associating to each possible outcome the sum of the probabilities of all the traces leading to
them (as we have also done in the examples in §2.3). More formally, we define, for all p, e, κ:

πe)κ :“ r pκ1 ( vq ÞÑ
ÿ

t | e)κótκ1(v

P ptq s

πpð e)κ :“ r κ? ÞÑ
ÿ

t | κð e)pòtκ?

P ptq s

Recovering the collecting semantics if the expression always terminates We want
to obtain the collecting semantics by computing πe)κ or πpð e)κ. There is a difficulty related
to infinite execution paths. Indeed, as soon as there is one possible infinite execution path, the
collecting semantics does not terminate, as it tries to gather every possible path into a distri-
bution. Conversely, the choice-recording semantics produces a judgment for each terminating
path, even if there are other infinite paths. Therefore we cannot have for example: if πe)κ exists
then e ) κ ócoll πe)κ. Our first approach consists in still invoking the collecting semantics, just
to check whether it terminates.

Conjecture 2.5.1. If e ) κ ócoll d then d “ πe)κ. If p ð e ) κ òcoll sd then sd is obtained
from πpð e)κ by replacing tκ1u with κ1 in its domain and leaving H out. (Free variables are
considered to be quantified universally.)

The result above is already very interesting, as most of the programs we may want to
study have no possible infinite path anyway. However, to really allow to recover the collecting
semantics, ours should be able to determine on its own whether a collecting judgment will exist.
To achieve this we will study sets of traces.

Recovering the collecting semantics: general case Recall that traces are sequences of
choices pm,n, qq: index of choice (m), number of possibilities (n so that 0 ď m ă n), probability
(q). We note Tre)κ or Trpð e)κ the set of all possible traces of judgments with corresponding
inputs, prepSq the set of prefixes of traces in S:

Tre)κ :“ tt | Dκ1v. e ) κ ót κ
1 ( vu prepSq :“ tt | Dt1. t ¨ t1 P Su

Definition 2.5.2. A set of traces S is closed if for all t,m, n, q:

t ¨ pm,n, qq P prepSq ùñ @m1 P t0, 1, ..., n´ 1u. Dq1. t ¨ pm1, n, q1q P prepSq

A set of traces is well-formed if it is closed and finite.

Intuitively, Tre)κ is closed if for every choice made during a terminating execution of e ) κ,
taking any of the other possibilities would also have led to a terminating execution.

Conjecture 2.5.3. If Tre)κ is well-formed then e ) κ ócoll πe)κ is the only collecting judgment
with input e ) κ, otherwise there is no such judgment. If Trpð e)κ is well-formed then
p ð e ) κ òcoll sd, where sd is obtained from πpð e)κ by replacing tκ1u with κ1 in its domain
and leaving H out, is the only collecting judgment with input p ð e ) κ, otherwise there is no
such judgment. (Free variables are considered to be quantified universally.)
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This result allows us to exactly obtain all results of the collecting semantics from the choice-
recording one. This proves that the latter is at least as expressive as the former. Moreover, as
our semantics provides much more precise information about programs with at least one infinite
path, it is actually strictly more expressive.

2.6 Soundness and Completeness Properties

An upside of having simpler rules compared to the previous semantics is that properties are
easier to prove. In particular, all properties presented here about the narrowing judgments
have been proven in Coq by Leonidas Lampropoulos, while this was considered too difficult
to attempt with other semantics. The properties about matching have hand-written proofs in
Lampropoulos et al. (2016a).

Definitions: predicate semantics, instantiation Recall that a valuation of a constraint
set κ is a mapping from unknowns to unknown-free values of the specified types verifying every
constraint, and its denotation JκK is the set of its valuations. We say that e ) κ instantiates
to E, and we write e ) κ  E, if there is a valuation σ of κ such that substituting the
unknowns in e with their image in σ gives the unknown-free well-typed expression E. We
suppose that a predicate semantics is defined: it evaluates any unknown-free expression E to an
unknown-free value V , noted E ópred V , classically handling standard constructs and ignoring
any non-standard Luck construct (more precisely, to evaluate !e, eÐ pe1, e2q, or e ;e1 we simply
evaluate e).

Narrowing soundness and completeness We define soundness and completeness in com-
parison with the standard semantics introduced above. They can be visualised with the following
diagram:

E V

e ) κ κ1 ( v

ópred

 

ót

 

Soundness means that given the bottom and right-hand side of the diagram, we can fill in
the top and left: a narrowing derivation e ) κ ót κ

1 ( v corresponds to a predicate derivation
leading to V , for any V obtained by fully instantiating v in κ1. Completeness is the opposite
direction on the diagram: given a predicate derivation E ópred V and narrowing inputs e ) κ
that describe E amongst other expressions, there is a narrowing derivation producing outputs
which can be instantiated to V .

Matching soundness In order to allow experiments with different compromises between
precision and speed, the requirements on constraint sets are very low. In particular, the interface
contains a union operation whose specification is not very demanding: Junion κ1 κ2 κK should
contain all the valuations of κ1 and of κ2 and possibly more, yet be included in the denotation
of κ (given as a third argument to keep a reasonable bound). This imprecision makes it actually
possible to generate constraint sets which do not satisfy the program understood as a predicate.
This could be addressed by strengthening the requirements on union; however having to run a
stronger constraint solver may be worse, in terms of execution speed, than adding a cheap final
check that the constraint set produced satisfies the predicate, and resorting to backtracking in
case it does not. The fix described is the reason why it is usually fine to assume that every
output is valid. Nonetheless, typical soundness is not formally achieved. We still have a weaker
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soundness result: consider a matching derivation p ð e ) κ òt tκ
1u where κ has a unique

valuation (card JκK “ 1), then for any V verifying v ( κ1  V , there exists E with e ) κ E
such that this derivation corresponds to the predicate derivation E ópred V .

Matching completeness Because the matching semantics explores both branches of a case
when none of them brings a contradiction, it can fall into a loop even if there exists a terminating
path for the predicate semantics. Therefore the completeness result is also weaker than usual.
Given a predicate derivation E ópred V and narrowing inputs verifying e ) κ  E, if for any
other instantiation e ) κ E1 its predicate execution terminates: DV 1. E1 ópred V 1, then there
is a matching derivation p ð e ) κ òt tκ

1u with κ1 ( p V .

3 Formal investigation of backtracking strategies

In this part, we only consider Luck generators p ð e ) κ which have at least a successful
derivation and no possible infinite execution paths. Our choice-recording semantics, just like
the former collecting semantics, can produce a probability distribution about optional con-
straint sets. In practice however, we never output a failure H, but we backtrack to obtain a
new output, which may be another failure in which case we backtrack again, and so on until we
get a success tκu. Therefore, taking backtracking into account, we have a probabilistic proce-
dure whose output is always an actual constraint set and there is a corresponding probability
distribution over proper constraint sets (considering only generators with at least one success,
and assuming that the backtracking strategy is well designed so that it will always find a success
with probability 1). For example, the simplest backtracking strategy consists in restarting from
scratch upon failure; the corresponding distribution is obtained from the distribution π over
constraint set options by converting every tκu to κ, removing H, and homogeneously scaling
the total weight back to 1 by multiplying every probability by 1

1´πpHq . This is the ideal strategy
in terms of conserving similarities to the distribution over options, however it is inefficient in
terms of generation speed, since we are reevaluating the expression from scratch each time we
encounter a failure (Claessen et al., 2015, 2014).

Currently, backtracking strategies are often given as heuristics that have been added to the
Luck interpreter, with the hope that the resulting distributions are not too far away from the
ones on constraint set options, but without a formal study. A previous semantics for Luck (Xia
and Hriţcu, 2015) does take a backtracking strategy as a parameter, but does not precisely
define them, so it is unclear which strategies we are actually allowed to provide.

We provide a formal definition of backtracking strategies, allowing us to extend our semantics
to define the probability distribution over constraint sets ρbspð e)κ corresponding to a Luck
generator p ð e ) κ under a backtracking strategy bs (§3.3). As intermediate steps, we
introduce choice trees (§3.1) and provide a model of the practical application of a strategy to
a given generator using Markov chains (§3.2). We prove that the semantics we have defined
is computable (§3.4), and we discuss how to evaluate a strategy bs based on comparisons of
ρbspð e)κ with πpð e)κ (§3.5).

3.1 Choice Trees

Our formalisation of backtracking strategies relies on a representation of a Luck generator that
is easily derived from the choice-recording semantics: its choice tree. Consider a generator
p ð e ) κ with at least one success and no infinite execution path. In particular, its set
of traces Trpð e)κ is finite (otherwise we can construct an increasing sequence of infinitely
appearing prefixes, whose limit is an infinite execution path). To compute the corresponding
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Figure 4: Choice tree, transition graph for restart-from-scratch strategy, indexing of the nodes
used for a more complex strategy

choice tree, we construct the unique tree (not caring about order between siblings) whose edges
are labelled with choices pm,n, qq, such that the set of paths from the root to each leaf is exactly
Trpð e)κ, and no two edges sharing the same source have the same label (we factorise as much
as possible). Then we add to each leaf the result (a constraint set option) of the judgment that
the trace leading to the leaf comes from. For example, if all the possible judgments with in-
put p ð e ) κ are p ð e ) κ òrp0,2, 1

2
q; p0,2, 1

3
q; p0,2, 2

5
qs H, p ð e ) κ òrp0,2, 1

2
q; p0,2, 1

3
q; p1,2, 3

5
qs tκ1u,

p ð e ) κ òrp0,2, 1
2
q; p1,2, 2

3
qs H, p ð e ) κ òrp1,2, 1

2
qs tκ2u, then the corresponding choice tree

is the leftmost tree in Figure 4. Once a choice tree has been build, we can actually forget the
first two components m and n of the choice labels: the important parts are the structure, the
probabilities q and the results in the leaves.

3.2 Application of backtracking strategies using Markov chains

We model the effect of a given backtracking strategy on the execution of a given program
using time-homogeneous Markov chains with discrete time and finite state space: systems of
probabilistic transitions over a finite set of states, where the probability of a transition depends
only on the current state. We represent them as directed graphs with a finite set of state nodes
and transition edges each labelled with a positive probability, so that the probabilities of the
edges with a given source sum up to 1. Therefore we will now use transition graph as a synonym
to time-homogeneous Markov chains with discrete time and finite state space. This can also be
understood as a probabilistic automaton with no blocking node on an alphabet with a single
element. We will use the following definitions: an absorbing state is a state which transitions
to itself with probability 1 and thus cannot be left; we have an absorbing Markov chain if from
every state we can reach an absorbing state.

First example: restart-from-scratch Let us apply the basic restart-from-scratch back-
tracking strategy to a program whose possible derivations are listed in the previous subsection
(its choice tree is given in Figure 4). We obtain the transition graph displayed in the middle
of Figure 4. The states are the nodes of the choice tree, the initial state is its root, and we
keep the probabilities of its edges and direct them downward, away from the root. Starting
from scratch consists in going back to the root, which happens with probability 1 from any
failure node. Reaching a success state tκu is the goal of any execution: intuitively it would stop
there and return κ. To obtain an actual Markov chain, we represent success states as absorbing
states. Once this graph has been constructed, we read and exploit it as follows. We check
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that it forms an absorbing Markov chain; we compute the probabilities to reach each individual
absorbing state starting from the initial state (this step is detailed later) and gather them into
a probability distribution over constraint sets: rκ1 ÞÑ

1
6 ; κ2 ÞÑ

5
6 s.

Second example We now consider a more complex but commonly used strategy: local back-
tracking with memory and bounded number of failures before restarting from the beginning of
the program. More precisely (tree vocabulary refers to the choice tree): failure leaves backtrack
to their parent; as soon as we know that a node has no success descendant, we add it to a set of
nodes that we will never visit again; if every child of the current node is in this set, it backtracks
to its own parent (and is added to the set); if we encounter more than a set number Bmax of
failure leaves, we start again from the root (but we can keep our set of nodes we do not want
to visit, as the underlying property depends only on the tree, not on the path followed). Let
us apply this strategy to the same program as before, whose choice tree is in Figure 4. As this
strategy has memory, we cannot just use the nodes of the choice tree as states. Instead, we
will consider states from N ˆPpN qˆ t0, 1, ...,Bmaxu, where N “ tA,B, ..., Gu is the set of the
nodes of the choice tree as indexed in the right-hand side of Figure 4. In a state pX,S, nq, X is
the current position in the choice tree, S the set of nodes we do not want to visit again, n the
number of failures seen since we last came back to the root. The initial state is pA,H, 0q. We
give a few examples of transitions:

pD,S, nq
1
ÝÑ pC, S Y tDu, n` 1q if n ă Bmax

pD,S,Bmaxq
1
ÝÑ pA,S Y tDu, 0q

pC, S, nq
2{5
ÝÝÑ pD,S, nq; pC, S, nq

3{5
ÝÝÑ pE,S, nq if D,E R S

pC, S, nq
1
ÝÑ pE,S, nq if D P S,E R S

pC, S, nq
1
ÝÑ pB,S Y tCu, nq if D,E P S (cannot happen, yet the transition exists)

pG,S, nq
1
ÝÑ pG,S, nq

As in the previous example, the absorbing states are exactly the states pX,S, nq where X is
a success leaf. We check that this forms an absorbing Markov chain, sum for each success
leaf X the probabilities to reach states whose first component is X, and obtain a probability
distribution over constraint sets.

Definition 3.2.1. We require a correct backtracking transition graph of a choice tree to have
the following properties: its set of states has the form N ˆM, where N is the set of nodes
of the choice tree and M is an arbitrary finite set of memory states (we can of course rewrite
states as pX, pS, nqq in the example above); there is a single initial state pR,M0q where R is the
root of the choice tree and M0 is called the initial memory ; the absorbing states are exactly
those whose first component is a success leaf; the corresponding Markov chain is absorbing.

Realistically executable graphs There are some other properties that it makes sense to
require from a transition graph obtained by applying a backtracking strategy to a choice tree.
For instance, during a realistic execution we do not have access to the whole choice tree; we
still follow some of its paths because from a given node we usually compute and move to one
of its children. Therefore it would not be natural to allow a transition that jumps across the
tree to an arbitrary node that has never been visited. We do not want to study backtracking
strategies such as “when encountering a failure, we just go to the closest success leaf in the tree
(in terms of shortest path) and we have our successful result”: it would certainly be interesting
in terms of obtaining a probability distribution that makes sense when looking at the choice
tree, however it would be a lot harder to implement and worse in terms of complexity than the
strategies from the example, as we may have to compute large parts of the choice tree to find
success leaves and check whether one of them is the closest one.
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Definition 3.2.2. A backtracking transition graph of a given choice tree is realistically exe-
cutable if all the transitions from a state pX,Mq P N ˆM can be computed from: X (notably
whether it is a failure leaf, a success leaf), M , and the children of X in the choice tree (and the
probabilities on the edges leading to them).

The graph from the second example is not realistically executable because we cannot com-
pute the transitions going back up to one’s parent; however we can easily make it realistically
executable by extending the memories so that we also store the path leading from the root to
the current node: this allows to retrieve its parent, and is easy to maintain when moving to a
parent or a child. We also store the integer Bmax in every memory so that we can always access
it and pass it on. Note that we can have realistically executable graphs where from anywhere,
we can jump to any visited node (more precisely, to at least a state whose first component is
this node): we achieve this by recording every visited node in the memory. The graph from the
first example needs a slight adjustment to become realistically executable: we add a singleton
set of memories tInit.u to be able to jump from failures to the root Init.

Activated upon failure graphs Another sensible property to require would be that as
long as no failure has been encountered, a backtracking strategy cannot influence the execution.
Both examples verify this.

Definition 3.2.3. A backtracking transition graph of a choice tree is activated upon failure if
for any state pX,Mq reachable from the initial state without visiting any state containing a
failure leaf, the first projection of the transitions leaving this state (we sum the probabilities of
transitions leading to states with a given node component to get a total probability to go to
this node) corresponds exactly to the labelled edges from X to its children in the choice tree.

3.3 Defining backtracking strategies and the related semantics

Our model of the application of a backtracking strategy to a program suggests the following
definition.

Definition 3.3.1. A backtracking strategy is a computable function associating a transition
graph to any choice tree of a Luck generator. (A backtracking strategy can easily be extended
as a function taking directly a generator p ð e ) κ with at least a success and no possible
infinite execution path as an argument, as from p ð e ) κ we can compute its choice tree.)

A backtracking strategy is correct if the image of any choice tree is a correct backtracking
transition graph.

We usually study correct backtracking strategies, as seen in the following definition.

Definition 3.3.2 (Semantics integrating backtracking strategies). Let p ð e ) κ be a Luck
generator with no infinite execution path and at least a success. Let bs be correct backtracking
strategy. The transition graph obtained by applying bs to (the choice tree of) p ð e ) κ, which
is correct and absorbing, defines a probability distribution over the absorbing states: this is a
property of absorbing time-homogeneous Markov chains (more details are given in §3.4 and the
proof of Theorem 3.4.1). Absorbing states are exactly those whose first component is a success
leaf. To each κ we can associate the sum of the probabilities of the absorbing states whose
first component has the label tκu. This forms the probability distribution over constraint sets
ρbspð e)κ of the generator p ð e ) κ over the strategy bs.

Definition 3.3.3. A backtracking strategy is activated upon failure if the image of any choice
tree is an activated upon failure transition graph.
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Most strategies will naturally be activated upon failure, but this is a property we may not
necessarily require. For example, a strategy might immediately start exploring a few distinct
paths (not all of them of course, which would mean computing the whole choice tree) and use
information about how they behave to choose how to react to a failure. This could be done by
alternating between nodes of these paths using the memory, and would not be activated upon
failure, yet there is nothing fundamentally wrong with this.

There is still an interesting property about activated upon failure strategies:

Theorem 3.3.4. Let bs be an activated upon failure correct backtracking strategy and p ð e )
κ a Luck generator with no infinite execution path, then @κ. ρbspð e)κpκq ě πpð e)κptκuq.

Proof. Any path leading to tκu in the choice tree still exists in the transition graph, since all
its nodes are reachable without visiting any failure.

A backtracking strategy that can produce non absorbing, but otherwise correct transition
graphs is usually bad, as a run in such a graph can get stuck in an infinite loop which cannot
possibly be left. A simple example is a strategy where we backtrack from a failure leaf to its
parent, and otherwise just follow the choice tree. Applying this to a tree containing a node whose
children are all failure leaves, we can be stuck indefinitely alternating between this node and its
children. Although we usually do not want such backtracking strategies, we may sometimes be
interested in some of the simplest ones, when we know that we are only going to apply them to
a few selected programs for which the graph will actually be absorbing.

3.4 Computability of ρbspð e)κ

Properties of absorbing time-homogeneous Markov chains with discrete time and
finite state space Such a Markov chain, even forgetting about the absorbing property, can
be characterised by its transition matrix: assuming an indexing of the states from 1 to n the
number of states, its elements in position pi, jq is the probability of the transition from i to j (0
if there is no such transition). Supposing now that the Markov chain is also absorbing, giving
the biggest indexes to the k absorbing states gives the transition matrix the canonical form
ˆ

Q R
0 Ik

˙

where Ik is the identity matrix of size k. A non absorbing state is called transient. Q

is the transition relation over transient states, R from them to absorbing ones. The probability
to reach the absorbing state j for the first time after s ` 1 steps starting from transient state
i is the element pi, jq of QsR. Therefore the probability to be absorbed in j starting from i is
ř

sě0Q
sR “ pIn´k ´Qq

´1R.
Another property of such Markov chains is that the probability to eventually reach an

absorbing state is 1.

Theorem 3.4.1. The probability distribution over constraint sets corresponding to a correct
transition graph is computable.

Proof. As a correct transition graph is absorbing, the results above show that we can compute
the probability to reach a given absorbing state starting from any state (it is trivially either
0 or 1 if we start from an absorbing state), in particular from the initial state. This forms a
probability distribution over absorbing states, as we always reach at least, and also at most one
of them with probability 1. Absorbing states are exactly the states whose first component is a
success leaf. We can therefore project the probability distribution into another one over success
leaves, by summing the probabilities of states with the same first component. Then we project
this into a probability distribution over constraint sets: the probability of κ is the sum of the
probabilities of the leaves labelled tκu.
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Theorem 3.4.2 (Computability of the semantics). The probability distribution over constraint
sets ρbspð e)κ resulting from the application of a correct backtracking strategy bs to a Luck
generator p ð e ) κ with no infinite execution path is computable.

Proof. Computability of choice trees (§3.1), of backtracking strategies by definition (3.3.1), and
Theorem 3.4.1.

3.5 Evaluation of backtracking strategies

Ideally, we want a backtracking strategy to provide a probability distribution over constraint sets
that is as close as possible to the probability distribution over constraint set options. Indeed,
some of the new constructs introduced in Luck give the user control over the latter, and it
would be appreciated if this control could, to some extent, extend to the final distribution over
constraint sets.

Let p ð e ) κ be a Luck generator with at least one success and no infinite execution path.
We want to evaluate the effect of a backtracking strategy bs on it by computing a distance
between πpð e)κ and ρbspð e)κ: the smaller this distance is, the better the strategy. To lighten

the notations we will now write π and ρbs or even ρ if their is no possible confusion over bs.
We will use the word “measure”, which is not to understand in the mathematical sense but

in the mundane one.
We have found in the literature two potentially interesting functions to measure the similarity

between two probability distributions P and Q: the Bhattacharyya distance (Bhattachayya,
1943) DBpP,Qq “ ´ log

ř

i

a

P piqQpiq and the Kullback-Leibler divergence (MacKay, 2003)

DKLpP ||Qq “
ř

i P piq log P piq
Qpiq . Note that for the second one, P and Q do not have symmetric

roles: Q is intuitively a model of the distribution P . Based on this interpretation, we would
like to replace P with π and Q with ρ; however looking at the definition we need to have
@i. Qpiq “ 0 ñ P piq “ 0, therefore we have to use P “ ρ,Q “ π as ρpHq “ 0 even when
πpHq ą 0 (to have two distributions with the same domain, we have converted the domain of
ρ to constraint set options, with ρpHq “ 0).

These functions share a promising property: for any given p ð e ) κ, the restart-from-
scratch strategy rs minimises both of them.

Theorem 3.5.1. For any Luck generator p ð e ) κ (elided in the probability distributions)
with at least one success and no infinite execution path,

min
bs

DBpρ
bs, πq “ DBpρ

rs, πq min
bs

DKLpρ
bs||πq “ DKLpρ

rs||πq

Proof. We quantify universally over the elided backtracking strategy argument in ρ. We write
ρrs when this argument is the restart-from-scratch strategy. The symbol m stands for a con-
straint set option, and k for a constraint set option we know to be distinct from H.

ÿ

m

a

ρpmqπpmq “
ÿ

k

ρpkq

d

πpkq

ρpkq
ď

d

ÿ

k

ρpkq
πpkq

ρpkq
“

a

1´ πpHq

using, in this order: ρpHq “ 0 to switch from m to k, the inequality between 1
2 -mean and

arithmetic mean of the elements πpkq
ρpkq with weights ρpkq summing up to 1 (adding a square root

on each side of the inequality), and
ř

k πpkq “ 1´ πpHq.

DBpρ, πq “ ´ log
ÿ

m

a

ρpmqπpmq ě ´ log
a

1´ πpHq
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ρrspkq “
πpkq

1´ πpHq
DBpρ

rs , πq “ ´ log
ÿ

k

πpkq
a

1´ πpHq
“ ´ log

a

1´ πpHq

DKLpρ||πq “
ÿ

m

ρpmq log
ρpmq

πpmq
“

ÿ

k

ρpkq log
ρpkq

πpkq
“ ´

ÿ

k

ρpkq log
πpkq

ρpkq

ě ´ log
ÿ

k

ρpkq
πpkq

ρpkq
“ ´ logp1´ πpHqq “ DKLpρ

rs , πq

using concavity of log and Jensen inequality with weights ρpkq summing up to 1.

These results of minimality are encouraging, as restarting from scratch is the most natural
strategy, and the one that modifies least the distribution. These functions will allow to numeri-
cally compare backtracking strategies. As a further step, it would be very interesting to mix this
with a time complexity term, or with any other function we may want to minimise, for example
by summing them: this would allow to evaluate a strategy on several criteria simultaneously.

An example of term representing run speed could be, using properties of absorbing Markov
chains with the notations from §3.4: the i0-th element of the vector pIn´k ´Qq

´1J where J is
a column vector whose elements are all 1: this is the expectation of the number of steps before
being absorbed. This however does not take into account that some transitions may be more
complex than others. We could try to decorate the transition graph with complexity terms,
which may or may not become too complicated to handle.

Related work

As Luck lies in the intersection of many different topics in programming languages, its related
work is huge. Part of it explores Property-Based Testing and Generation and can be found
in the General Context section of the introduction and in §1.1. Another part studies either
constraint solving or instantiation mixed with backtracking, and appears in §1.2.

Here I will present the references which are more directly related to my internship. There is
of course the POPL submission I contributed to (Lampropoulos et al., 2016a), which describes
Luck and uses the choice-recording semantics. Presentations of previous Luck semantics are very
relevant as well. Lampropoulos et al. (2016b) describes the collecting semantics discussed in
§2.5, from which the trace-recording semantics has inherited constraint sets and the distinction
between narrowing and matching. (Xia and Hriţcu, 2015) presents a semantics which has strong
similarities to the choice trees we define in §3.1. It is very expressive, but as it directly computes
the trees it is complex: related proofs are difficult to establish. It also takes a backtracking
strategy as a parameter, however its interface for them is not very flexible. Borgström et al.
(2015) presents many different styles of semantics for probabilistic programming, including a
big-step operational one accumulating traces and probabilities, which has been a source of in-
spiration for our semantics. Claessen et al. (2015) compares the two most intuitive backtracking
strategies: restarting from scratch upon failure and local backtracking. It also introduces the
middle ground of locally backtracking until a set number of failures are encountered, at which
point we restart from scratch; the second example in §3.2 is quite similar.
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